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Even though an IRS ACA compliance reporting extension brought a sigh of relief for 
many organizations scrambling to complete and mail the new 1095 tax forms by the 
originally communicated February 1st deadline, the respite will be short-lived.

THE GOOD NEWS: The deadline for distributing 2015 1095-C and 1095-B forms to 
employees and plan participants has been extended to March 31, 2016. The IRS filing 
deadline has also been extended.  Filers with less than 250 employees who elect to 
send paper forms now have until May 31, 2016, to file with the IRS, while the deadline 
for electronic filers has been extended to June 30, 2016.

THE NOT SO GOOD NEWS: The ACA compliance hammer still looms large, including 
penalties up to $3 million for larger employers if the reporting requirements aren’t met. 
Here are four issues you should consider as you plan ahead in 2016.
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1. Increased efforts to capture 
required reporting data

2. IRS forms will likely be changing in 
the year ahead

3. Play by the rules or you’ll pay even 
more

4. Lowering your risk by identifying a 
trusted partner who can help
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One-third (33 percent) of 
employers expect the greatest 
cost increase from ACA 
implementation to take place 
in 2016, as new reporting, 
disclosure and notification 
requirements take effect. 12014 
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2015 was a “good faith” reporting year. Some employers took a perspective that “good 
enough” reporting was sufficient. While true in theory for 2015, ”good enough” will not cut 
it in 2016. Employers continue to be challenged in properly identifying and tracking full-
time employees who require an offer of coverage. With ACA compliance requiring monthly 
substantiation it becomes especially complex for organizations with a high percentage of 
variable hour employees, such as health care, restaurants, hospitality,  
and retailers. 

Many HR professionals find it difficult to aggregate full-time employee eligibility, benefits, 
time off, and leave of absence information in a way that satisfies the month-by-month 
data capture that is the basis for IRS reporting and compliance. To complicate matters 
further, traditional systems and processes cannot be integrated or updated to track and 
report all required data points that fully comply with the 6055 and 6056 reporting needs. 
Many organizations find themselves feeling overwhelmed as they try to capture accurate 
data, let alone map to the appropriate IRS codes used for 6055 and 6056 reporting.

Investing in technology that automates data consolidation for reporting needs offers a 
proven way to reduce the risk of mistakes and makes IRS compliance far less burdensome. 
Since penalties for non-compliance will only get more onerous in the future, leading 
organizations will increasingly choose an outsourced benefits administration provider to 
handle the entire process, reducing financial exposure and risk.

1 Increased efforts to capture  
required reporting data
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Dealing with Deadlines

The deadline for distributing 
1095-C and 1095-B forms to 
employees has been moved 
from February 1 to March 31. 

Electronic filings must 
be submitted by the new 
deadline of June 30, 2016. 



As the government gains more experience in handling the reporting structure, 
updates to the numerical minefield of IRS data codes are undoubtedly on the horizon, 
with codes expected to be tweaked if not altered completely. In 2015, for example, 
there were a total of 18 codes with over 100 potential valid combinations for use in 
Part II on Form 1095-C. 

The ongoing IRS updates to the reporting requirements provides a strong case for 
obtaining help from subject matter, process, and technology experts. The time-
consuming chore of monitoring ever-evolving ACA reporting requirements can 
rapidly evolve into a task that few, if any, HR/Benefits departments can effectively 
and accurately manage in a timely and compliant manner. Not surprisingly, you can 
expect that the ACA’s spectrum of reporting requirements for the IRS will not be less 
complex or burdensome in the year to come.

2 IRS forms will likely be changing 
in the year ahead
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For 2015, the IRS provided for transition relief related to Pay or Play as well as 
reporting under IRC 6055 and 6056. Beginning in 2016, however, much of the 
transition relief will end thereby continuing to burden internal human resource 
staffs already struggling to keep pace. A widening circle of businesses will be 
impacted by Play or Pay, and the margin for escaping a penalty will narrow. 

Forms and procedures substantiating Pay or Play compliance are expected to 
receive a higher level of scrutiny by the federal government for plan years 2016 and 
beyond. All of this points to the IRS being less likely to give a simple administrative 
slap on the hand and more likely to assess the hefty penalties permitted for those 
non-compliant firms.

3 Play by the rules or you’ll pay 
even more
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Among employers that intended 
to or had outsourced their 
Affordable Care Act information 
reporting requirements, those 
choosing an outsourced benefits 
administrator varied according 
to the size of the employer’s 
workforce. 2
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ACA compliance requirements will come under more scrutiny in 2016, and the allowed 
margin for error will narrow significantly. “Good faith” alone will no longer carry the same 
weight with the IRS, and few organizations will want to risk facing a time-consuming 
government compliance audit.

As you consider options for 2016, you’ll want to explore the level of support you’ll need 
from an outside HR/benefits administration resource.

1) Will your outside resource provide raw data files for your own in-house use, or will 
they be furnished to your chosen tax form provider to translate into IRS codes and 
provide fulfillment services?

2) Will your outside resource translate raw data into “forms-ready” files that can be used 
with your chosen tax form provider for fulfillment services?

3) Will an established provider be able to furnish full project management that includes 
data translation for use on ACA forms followed by timely fulfillment management that 
includes individual employee 1095 form distribution, all corresponding IRS filings, and 
assistance with any subsequent IRS inquiries?

4 Lowering your risk by identifying 
a trusted partner who can help
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Getting help from a knowledgeable 
benefits administrator such 
as Empyrean is increasingly 
beneficial to help reduce internal 
staff burdens, streamline your 
compliance responsibilities, and 
provide expertise in managing 
complex, ever-changing IRS 
reporting obligations.  

To learn more visit our website  
at www.GoEmpyrean.com
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About Empyrean

Founded in 2007, Empyrean Benefit Solutions is the leading provider of technology-enabled 
administrative services for managing employers’ health and welfare benefits programs. Empyrean 
provides enrollment, eligibility management, and a range of other plan administration services 
to employers, insurance brokers, and healthcare exchanges. Unlike other providers, Empyrean 
combines the industry’s most adaptive benefits technology platform with expert, responsive service 
to deliver hi-touch benefits administration. Visit www.GoEmpyrean.com for more information.


